
 

SKYMUSTER OUTAGES (response to QCL) 

Two weeks ago, the BIRRR team became aware of issues with nbn SkyMuster satellite services, as 

customers reported that they were experiencing unexplained outages and were (at times) unable to 

get through to report the problems to their providers. 

It soon became clear to the BIRRR admin team that the problems were not provider-specific and we 

are now aware that a SkyMuster beam (in central western Queensland) was completely out.  

“We are frustrated that it took so long for the issue to be identified and for nbn to actually 

communicate the problem – we have reports of customers who had no connection for 13 days and 

some are STILL not back online,” said BIRRR spokesperson Kristy Sparrow. 

While most providers offer ‘advisories’ of known outages (usually via email), this outage was not 

acknowledged by nbn or providers, making the running of businesses, educating of children and 

general communication extremely difficult (or impossible) for those affected. 

Addressing the nbn statement that ‘only a few’ customers were affected (with estimates varying 

between 20 and 40), Mrs Sparrow pointed out that if that IS the case, surely those people could be 

contacted and notified individually?   

“It really doesn’t matter if it’s one or 100 people affected – when it’s the ONLY way to run your 

business or educate your children, and you cannot contact your provider, then someone needs to 

step up, be accountable for problems, and communicate much better with end users. 

“If there are serious issues beyond the control of providers, nbn need to immediately own them – 

the endless ‘dead bat’ being played (denying problems and refusing to deal directly with customers) 

makes life very difficult for the businesses, families and children (being educated) affected.” 

“Nbn are consistently saying ‘go to your provider’ but the fact is that many simply cannot get 

through to their providers – especially when they are overwhelmed with customers needing help.  

Indeed providers’ helpdesks appear to have been overwhelmed with calls for help with the latest 

outage. 

“Nbn won’t deal directly with the public – but this policy makes it almost impossible when issues 

become widespread.  If people cannot get onto their providers, how on earth are the providers 

going to be able to pass the issues onto nbn? “  

Where information is made available (from nbn or providers) BIRRR passes on this information via 

the Facebook group.  



“Fast and effective responses to nbn-related issues are vital - the information is there as people 

share their problems on our page and talk to media –direct nbn responses to such events are 

necessary, so people know if they are dealing with short or long-term problems and can plan 

accordingly. 

“If there was timely advice to problems, then RSPs will not be inundated phones calls (often from 

the same person wondering why their internet is down).  nbn need to let the RSPs and/or BIRRR 

know as soon as they know it is a NBN problem that the RSP can't fix.” 

 Mrs Sparrow said BIRRR are currently negotiating with nbn as to how they might communicate 

these nbn-specific issues better and more promptly.  

“We hope that nbn can see the need for a dedicated helpdesk to communicate and guide people 

through issues with SkyMuster, and nbn generally. 

“We appreciate the contacts we have with nbn, but they must understand we represent the end-

users and will continue to be their voice as we work towards much better, reliable services in rural, 

regional and remote Australia.” 
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